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About This Game

There are dark places in the world inhabited by evil denizens. Places filled with danger and foreboding where no ordinary man
would dare to journey. However, there are a few who are willing to risk death in the name of good, in the name of justice, in the

name of.. valuable loot!

Hack, Slash, Loot is a single-player turn-based dungeon crawler. Take control of a lone hero and explore sprawling dungeons,
fight dangerous monsters, and most importantly, plunder valuable treasures. With a new dungeon created every game you can be
sure that no two playthroughs will ever be the same. Boasting easy to master controls you'll be adventuring in no time, but there

is still enough depth to challenge the most hardened of adventurers.

 Key Features

32 characters to unlock and play

Six distinct quests requiring different tactics to beat

Thousands of items, monsters, and dungeon features

Streamlined roguelike gameplay with a modern control scheme

Cute retro stylings, daemon ogres have never looked so quaint
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Cool idea, but the execution..^^. Could be worst, I believe devs abandoned the project. Website (blog) is down... Here is
extracted data out of the blog's cache:

Twitch Chat Commands

Your twitch viewers can interact with your character, sending it instructions to perform certain animations like dancing,
saluting, smoking, and sitting.

!dance\tYour avatar will dance.
!sit\tYour avatar will sit.
!standstraight\tYour avatar will stand up.
!armswaist\tYour avatar will place its arms on its waist.
!kickback\tYour avatar will kick back to relax.
!sad\tYour avatar will sit in a sad pose.
!play\tPlayer command to join a game when the game is in lobby mode.
!battlegame\tStart a game

. throw Mirror's Edge into the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing garbage dump, this is the "dilbert experience" today
this is as NSFW it gets. Waste of money.. This game is really cool. You should give it a try if you like old school 3D
platformers like Mario64, Banjo, Crash Bandicoot or even games like Medievil. Or if you're a fan of gnomes and
Faeries. It really feel like this game has a soul, its not derivative or trashware. And it got treasure chest with cool new
toys in most levels.

I really enjoyed my playthrough and plan to play again to save all the gnomes and catch all the Faeries.

 I give it a 7\/10
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I thought this game looked cool, and after 30 minutes of playing, I returned it. There's potential here, but it's controls aren't
fantastic. To move, you swing your arms side to side to run, which feels fine. However, this causes basic sword combat to be
extremely awkward as you are fighting the controls to swing while standing still. Not only that, but the game overall doesn't look
fantastic, and the first fight is pretty awful. Just trying to keep track of the boss, or rather any enemy will your character
constantly runs is just a nightmare, and overall the levels are just boring and messy. Wait for a price drop or more content or
something, but $20 is asking a lot for something with a cool idea, but pretty poor execution.. fix the damn slow motion
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t!. This game is really good if you know your way around.
While the reviews are mixed, the game itself is great.

If you enjoy having to grind for a bit to earn your dream car with your sweet-earned bucks then you're welcome to give this
game a try. It's not really worth the full price it's asking you for, you could wait for a sale but who am I to tell you this, it's
completely up to you. I've personally gotten it during a Christmas sale when the price dropped down to 20 euros.

Over-all, the graphics are pretty neat, same goes for the physics, the game itself isn't meant to be a realistic simulator but it does
aim somewhere towards that.

On the other hand, even if it's not aimed to be a realistic driving simulator, attempting to defeat races on the Ace difficulty
could really give you a hard time.

One thing I'd like to add is that the game would be more enjoyable if we got more rewards when we're roaming with our Crews
around the entire map. It would definitely motivate more people to form up a squad and drive around the city.. Underground
Keeper
Is a First-Person Minesweeper
The difference from the Original minesweeper and this is that you need to blow up a set amount of mines with a limited amount
of C4.

It doesn't bring anything new other than the view style and C4.

The levels are broken up in 3 difficulties; Easy, Normal and Hard, essentially.
You have to finish all 20 levels on Easy to unlock Normal, then 20 on Normal to unlock Hard with 60 levels in total.
The levels are not Dificult by any stretch, it feels more like Tutorial, Beginner, Normal for me and I found the original
Minesweeper annoyingly dificult.

The game is very short and very monotone with no real soundtrack to speak of.

As the levels take no more than a minute or two with no real big variation in the puzzles,
I can't recommend this to you if you don't have a stady income,
unless you really like Minesweeper and its on a disscount, et least 50% . . . and you have NOTHING better to do.. How the hell i
use the gold dlc thing?. Wait for the sale goes on sale.
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